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CAPE SAAACA 
P O Box 2567, BELLVILLE, 7535, South Africa 

602 Block B, BSE Centre, 89 Voortrekker Rd, Bellville, 7530 

Telephone: (021) 9461712   Facsimile: (021) 949 0045 

capesaaaca@sfa.co.za – www.sfa.co.za 
 

 

AUG 2009 NEWSLETTER 
 

UPCOMING AUG TALKS: 
 
Our next talk will be Thursday the 27th of August at the Officers Mess of the Cape 
Town Highlanders Regt inside the Castle of Good Hope. 
 

Members Faire 
 
 
The following talk will be held on Thursday the 1st of October 2009 due to 
Heritage day being on Thursday the 24th.  

 

 
 
CHAIRMAN: 
 
Members’ Faire: 
 
This coming Thursday will be our first attempt to promote a true networking event engineered to 
allow al to further their collecting interests.     
 
Each and every one of us has something special within our collections that we could display.  Dig it 
out and build a presentation to share it with fellow collectors.  Some might even club together and 
amongst each other field a theme display.  It also offers opportunity for swop and trading amongst 
members. 
 
Being a “closed meeting” not open for the public we may display firearms as long as it is properly 
secured and safe.  Wind a cable through the trigger guard and lock it to a permanent fixture in such 
a manner to prevent the removal.  We will provide a secure anchor line to which these can be 
locked. 
 
I truly hope to see most of you there.  It will only be a success if YOU the member become actively 
involved.  We cannot be an Associate if we don’t associate! 
 
To date we have some dealers and members that booked tables for displays.  Should some of you 
still be contemplating it, rush off your registration form (attached) so that we can make sure you have 
a table available.  
 
If we can make this one work, our next event may very well be a full day event. 
 
See you at the Secunda Room in the Castle for an unforgettable evening! 
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2009 AGM: 
 
Another year has nearly run its course, a “dead line” date which the firearm fraternity awaited with 
baited breath.  Much water has run under the bridge since 2003 when the FCA 60 of 2000 were 
implemented, some for the better and some not.  In the early days I heard a lot of hot air and 
statements at meetings as to how serious an issue this was to everyone.  I expected the streets to 
be filled with toy-toying crowds baying for the heads of those who drove it.  Alas! it certainly sorted 
the boys form the men as many simply gave up the ghost and meekly surrendered their firearms!   
 
As we, the dedicated, face a somewhat fluid future, we need to apply our minds along higher levels 
to ensure that we emerge from this with flying colours and stronger than ever before.  Character is 
born in adversity, and it is my sincerest wish that CAPE SAAACA will mature in a network of 
complementing disciplines to achieve just that. 
 
Which leaves us pondering our course for 2010...? 
 
We are preparing the reports and notices for the 2009 AGM, and along with those we need clear 
guidelines from you the members to establish our mandate.  We certainly will state our vision and 
how we intend promoting it, for it no longer can be seen as a “gate keeper” role.  We need to shift 
our paradigms from a fun association to a professional association that exists for its members and 
through which each and everyone can strive to fulfil their collecting aspirations.  Start stoking your 
thinking pipes and dot down your thoughts.  

  

 
 

MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE: 
 

FIRE RELICENCING: 

We notice that we have quite a number of outstanding applications that went awfully quiet after the 

interim court ruling.  We are concerned that many will once again leave it too late only to lose their 

precious firearms.  Perhaps many came to quite the wrong conclusion as to what will come from it?   

 

A thorough submission takes at least three months to do the rounds.  We strongly suggest you make 

work of it and submit your submissions for further consideration. 

 

Refer our web site for SAPS CFR related forms or go directly to; 
http://www.saps.gov.za/crime_prevention/firearms/formseng.htm 

 

 
 

WEB SITE: 
 

www.capesaaaca.co.za 
 

Download application forms, refer to popular links, keep abreast of affairs as it unfolds, 
etc. 
 
Part of our web site is to keep you informed of all CAPE SAAACA EVENTS and other 
related interest group activities.  Members are reminded to submit information on any 
related activities and or events to be included on our web site calendar.  Invite all those 
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other clubs and associations with complementing interests to post their events for free to 
promote it as a site where everyone can go to see on one site what’s on when.  Contact the 
webmaster at: webmaster@capesaaaca.co.za 
 
To help YOU promote your own collection, we are going to create a “FINDERS CORNER” 
where everyone can post notices of such items they are still looking for.  Mail a list with 
your direct contact details of what you are looking for to the Chairman. 
 

The “MEMBERSHIP FORUM” is the space to post interesting subject topics or post 
questions on research matters you might be looking for some advice.  Submit such 
information to web@capesaaaca.co.za or forward to the Chairman. 
 
Our web site also offers an opportunity for anybody to advertise for free any firearm or 
general militaria or historical artefacts they wish to sell.  See “TRADERS CORNER”.   Visit 
our web site to view some excellent bargains!  Contact our webmaster with the necessary 
information, a digital picture in Jpeg format and price and contact details.  
webmaster@capesaaaca.co.za 
 
We suggest you refer anyone who decided to get rid of their firearms to place a free 
add on our web site and or to contact Andrew to have it put on auction rather than 
hand it in to the SAPS for destruction. 
 

ACCREDITED DEALERS: 
 

Visit our web site to support our accredited dealers. 
 
CLASSIC ARMS: www.classicarms.co.za ; andrew@classicarms.co.za ;  
 
SUBURBAN GUNS Plumstead:  Charles Montgomery.  www.suburbanguns.co.za 
 
PAROW ARMS:  Joe Da Silva at parowarms@mweb.co.za 
 
ELCAPRISCO ARMS & AMMO: Herbie Johnson & Henk Mulder at sales@elcaprisco.co.za 
or www.elcaprisco.co.za 
 
CFW: Specialist dehumidifiers at affordable prices. Visit www.cfw.co.za or contact Ralph at 
Ralph@cfw.co.za 

 
ZIMBI BOOKS: www.zimbibooks.com  with a 5% discount to Cape SAAACA members, quote membership 

number. 
 
THE MILITARY BOOKSHOP:  Johan van den Berg at warbooks@mweb.co.za with a 10% 

discount ditto above 
 
The “DEALERS MARKET” on our web allows Dealers to offer various items for sale to 
Collectors.  More later, but let it suffice that we have to do everything we can to promote 
networking on all levels to ensure the big picture survival of all role players to allow us a 
place in the sun to pursue our interest as Private Collectors.   

 

 

CAPE SAAACA SHOOTING DISCIPLINES: 
 
While we as collectors learn a lot from historical records about our collections, shooting them 
teaches us what was possible and how they performed.  That certainly opens new insights 
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around our interest fields.   
 

Our shoots increasingly are becoming popular and we hope to attract enough attention in the 
various categories to facilitate a competitive level as well. 

 

1. Muzzle loading firearms (Pistol and rifle) 

2. Bolt action rifles and revolvers 

3. Semi-auto assault rifles and pistols. 

 

COME AND TRY YOUR HAND WITH THAT CHERISHED PIECE IN YOUR SAFE THAT LONGS TO 
HEAR ITSELF ONCE AGAIN COME ALIVE FOR WHAT IT WAS MANUFACTURED FOR, AND TO 
SHARE IT AT A SHOW AND TELL MEETING WITH FELLOW COLLECTORS! 

 

FUTURE SHOOTS: 
 
DATE:   5

th
 of Sept and 3

rd
 of October 2009   

TIME:   09H30 for 10H00. 

VENUE: Range 3 (In front of Club house) at the NSADF Range at ATLANTIS off the 

R307 

RANGE OFFICERS: Stephan Fourie      

Graeme Smith RO in charge   

Francois du Toit (Safety) 

COSTS: R20,00 

 

Shoots at Atlantis can unfortunately only be booked quarterly in advance.  

 

Under real conditions one was under pressure to shoot as you were and normally enemy 
contacts happened at short distances.  Out shooting details are designed to emulate that for 
the various firearm types, although we have the “enemy’s” (paper targets) permission to 
allow a somewhat more relaxed time-span to allow all the “old soldiers” to get their breath 
and to get our shaky watery eyes on target.  So for those who believe in reincarnation for 
firearms, I dare you to dust off your old pieces and give them a second wind to show what 
they did when they were young, bold and in uniform!  It also serves as an ideal opportunity to 
introduce a novice to collecting, possibly your own son or the neighbours’? 

 

IT’S FUN AND IT SMELLS OF CORDITE! 

 

CAPE SAAACA Shoot held on the 1
st
 of August 2009 at Atlantis: 

 

Attendance was good again at the collectors shoot. We had a few visitors, some old and some 

new. The regular shooters are really a nice bunch and are always willing to let others have the 

experience of shooting their collectable, scarce, restricted or different firearms. Once again, a 

visitor who have never shot a firearm before, were privileged to shoot a few different bolt 

action rifles, a M1 Carbine, a “Broomhandle” and even a semi-auto rifle. She thoroughly 

enjoyed herself. Thanks guys.  
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Most of the shooters wanted to only shoot casual on the day, so we did. No points were taken 

and everybody enjoyed it. In fact the shoot lasted much longer than normal and at the end of 

the day, was it not for the rugby, it might have lasted longer. We shot the rifles at the 100m 

mark and then went forward and shot handguns at the 25m mark.    

 

If you feel that you want to shoot that nice collectors piece to get the cobwebs out of it, 

please feel free to contact us through our web-site www.capesaaaca.co.za or just pop in at 

Range 3, in front of the club-house, in Atlantis every 1st Saturday of every month 
 

 

 
 
Minutes of the Castle Talks held 30th of July 2009: 

 

The Chairman opened the proceedings of the evening with a special welcome to 

dealers attending. These were Mark Harrison of CITY GUNS, Andrew Souther of   

CLASSIC ARMS,  Charles Montgomery of SUBURBAN GUNS, Henk Mulder of EL 

CAPRISO and Ralph Raad of C.F.W.  SAAACA  gladly supports these dealers as 

they are keeping the collecters industry alive and vica versa. 

Next the Chairman asked anybody who have not received the June newsletter to 

send him a test to capesaaaca@sfa.co.za to ensure that the mailling list is correct. 

 

 

 

The Chairman urged anybody with pending Field of Interest applications to submit 

them as soon as possible to ensure continuity through the evaluation process. If 

applications become dormant with no reaction after two weeks, such applications will 
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be returned to be resubmitted later in full once the applicant can properly attend to it. 

 

The meeting was attended by 35 members and guests despite a cold winter rain. 

 

 Members were once again entertained  by a display of WW11 BB replica guns  by 

EL CAPRISO ARMS & AMMUNITION at the bar foyer.  These guns were also 

displayed at the previous May meeting and members were once again impressed by 

the authentic ity of the replica’s – some of them made from wood and metal with 

working parts etc and even weighing  and handling in close to the original! 

 

 

EL CAPRISO recently opened up in 2C Thermo Street, Triangle  farm STIKLAND 

and Herbie Johnson and Henk Mulder can be contacted at 021-9452606 or 

sales@elcaprisco for any queries. Further information can also be obtained at 

www.elcapriso.co.za.  At a price tag  of +- R2000-00 per  item these  guns could well 

be considered as part of a collection where the original are unobtainable. Although 

no licensing for these items are currently  required,  they screen potential buyers for 

possible misuse and I.D’S are required on purchase. 

  

The Chairman explained the EXCO Project to evaluate all CAPE SAAACA members 

outstanding license applications with the SAPS CFR to check the status to be able to 

develop a qualified data base to enter into constructive dialogue with the SAPS CFR 

on those.  He requested members to complete the relevant information form which 

would be mailed to all members.  It was critical that everyone part take whose 

license applications has not yet been finalised to be able to keep our fingers on the 

pulse and not be at the whim and excuses of incompetant officials who hide behind 

system excuses.  With facts at our hand we can ask meaningfull questions.  This will 

be a gigantic project demanding an extereme effort from the involved parties in the 

EXCO and members must make sure they participate to make it a success.  
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Next followed a ‘lucky draw’ for attendees supplied by the various dealers. Emile 

Lautenbach (Cyril’s wife) won a pocket knife supplied by EL CAPRISO ARMS, 

visetor Wayne Aldar won a R200-00 discount voucher for a dehumidvier supplied by 

C.F.W, Gregg Ronne won a  CETME Bayonet supplied by CLASSIC ARMS,  

Richard Bowman won a book on Kalashnikov,  Mike Madlener a Hold Auction 

Catalogue {Both supplied  by SUBURBAN GUNS)  and Andre van Wyk a Board 

Cleaner and brushes supplied by CITY GUNS, and various other smaller Cape 

SAAACA corporate gifts were also given. 

 

Next followed the “Show and 

tell” part of the evening  which 

started with the Chairman 

displaying a WW2 supply 

parachute and a 1st 

generation Night Vision 

apperatus used by the military 

in the late seventies and early 

eighties. 

 

Cyril Lautenbach who bought a Parabellum Pistol P08. 

Parabellum was the telegraphic address and brand name of Deutsche Waffen und 

Munitions fabriken and is therefore the officially correct name. The distributor in the 

USA, one Adolf F Stoeger, was an astute business man and had the acumen to 

register the name Luger therefore strictly speaking only pistols sold in the USA are 

Lugers.  

The original dedicated production line at DWM could not produce enough pistols for 

WW1 so another was set up at the government arsenal at Erfurt. The Swiss supply 

of pistols was stopped in 1914 with the war so they set up a production line at 

Waffenfabrik Bern in the 7.65 caliber and issue commenced in 1918. 

At the end of WW1 repair and rework of pistols was carried out by Simson Co. who 

used the Erfurt equipment. This in turn was passed to Heinrich Krieghoff who made 

a small quantity for the Luftwaffe. 

DWM merged with Mauser who took over production of the pistol in 1930. Although 

made by Mauser the pistols carried the DWM trademark. To confuse the Allies date 

marking ceased in the mid thirties and was replaced by S/42 and 42. In 1936 date 

marking re-commenced. Production was terminated in 1943. After WW2 the German 
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production lines were dismantled. 

Mauser saw a need for the collector`s market and obtained the tooling from 

Waffenfabrik Bern in 1967 and started production in 1970. Mauser was too optimistic 

and production ceased circa 1985. 

 

In total more than 3.1 million pistols were produced on these three production lines. 

The nearest pistol in quantity is the M 1911 with approx. 2.8 million.  

In 1991 Mitchell Arms produced a copy in stainless steel on C.N.C. machines. These 

copies are so well made that the parts are interchangeable with original 

Parabellums.  The last advertisements seen locally were for these being sold as 

Stoeger Lugers in 1997. 

The pistol silhouette is too well 

known to repeat, the markings on 

the pistol shown are more 

interesting. The first two marks are 

inspection marks consisting of a 

simplified eagle with three pinions 

per wing surmounting the number 

655. This number was one of 

three used by Mauser inspectors, 

the other two being 63 and 135. 

The remaining mark is the 

acceptance consisting of the eagle surmounting an annulet containing the swastika. 

To ascertain personal accountability the numbered marks were authorized to 

individuals and not a faceless organization.      

      

Mike Di Bona brought a packet of 577/450 Martini Henry ‘Boxer’ cartridges wrapped 

in a piece of newspaper dating to pre 1890’s.  

These cartridges were designed by a Colonel E, M Boxer in 1871.Production of 

these cartridges was stopped in 1881 

when drawn brass replaced them. 

They were made in two parts. The body of 

the cartridge was rolled around a mandrel 

from brass foil, with a steel base plate. The 

primer was a Fulminate of Mercury Berdan 

primer. The initial design was with 85 

grains of No.6 Black Powder, with a paper 

patched bullet that weighed 480 grains. It 

achieved a velocity of 1360 fps. 
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The reason for the change in manufacturing was due to the fact that they were prone 

to “fall apart” and also the cartridge tended to separate once the chamber got hot. 

Needless to say this not only took time to clear, but also cost lives. 

They came in paper wrapped packs of 10. These in turn were supplied in hardwood 

storage boxes of 60 packets. There were packs containing white paper patched 

bullets which weighed 480 grains and packs of red paper patched bullets that 

weighed 410 grain.  They were also commonly known as the “Zulu war era” 

cartridge. 

 

Next was Arnold Beneke who 

brought  a Lee Metford 

bayonet as well as an ordinary 

packet of Barley! He explained 

that he uses it with excellent 

results to clean his brass 

cartridges when reloading as a 

cheaper alternative to the 

commercial brass cleaning 

material sold by dealers.  More information on the bayonet will be welcomed.  

 

 

PAUL BROWNE brought in a kukri (Ghurkha knife). These knives were carried by 

Ghurkha troops in the Indian, British and Nepalese armies and the example 

displayed once belonged to an extended family member who served in the Indian 

Army.  Kukris are somewhat less “romantic” than legend would have us believe. In 

this regard, as well as being short swords, they doubled as general purpose 

implements and, in this latter role, mundane stuff such as hacking through jungle 

lianas comes to mind. The enduring romance of the kukri undoubtedly comes from 

the unmatched ability of fighting troops to ruthlessly wield the weapon in close 

combat.  

 

There is a popular belief in the 

West that the knives are thrown at 

opponents but this is not true, and 

this belief probably comes from 

the distinctive boomerang shape 

of the weapon.  Ghurkha tradition 

has it that, once un-sheathed, a 
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kukri can never be returned to its sheath unless it has drawn blood and, if this 

requirement is not met, the Ghurkha must use the weapon to nick his own body. This 

may or may not be true.  Several variations of these knives are found and they range 

from the original long and narrow form popular in Nepal around 1850, to the broader 

types found in more modern times. Some kukris are gracefully curved over their 

entire length, while others are somewhat straight near the hilt and then curved. 

Paul’s version is curved, becoming straight with a slightly upturned tip.  Hilts come in 

a variety of materials, ranging from chiselled steel to wood and, most likely, exotic 

ceremonial materials.  Despite these variations, a Ghurkha knife is always easily 

recognisable. 

 

Charles Montgomery  from Suburban Guns 

brought a 9 and a 12 bore muzzle loaders. Both 

dated from the 1820’s and are typical of the 

types used by the frontier farmers at the time.  

They were manufactured by the well known 

Cape Gunsmith Botha who was the first 

gunsmith in Southern Africa.  FJ Botha were a 

soldier in VOC employ and when his contract 

expired he set up shop as a gunsmith in Cape 

Town where the firm survived many 

generations under the Botha’s till late 1800’s.  

The family built up a collection of quality Botha 

guns which was handed from generation to 

generation, and displayed in the old Cape 

Cultural Museum (now part of the Iziko 

Museum) in Cape Town under loan from the 

family.  Sadly the current FJ Botha withdrew the 

original Botha collection some years ago from 

the Cape Cultural Museum and sold it out of the 

family.  Barry Berkovitz write his popular treatise “The Cape Gunsmith” on those 

guns published by the Stellenbosch Museum now long out of print and sought after 

as a reference work on South African muzzle loaders.  

 

MIKE MADLENEN brought in a 7.92mm anti-tank rifle cartridge. This cartridge is 

based on the original German 13mm Mauser anti-tank round, necked down to 

7.92mm. It was not the only cartridge which appeared in this calibre. The Polish also 

developed one, for use in their WZ35 anti-tank rifle. The Polish weapon was far 

superiority to the German one and this superiority came from their use of a tungsten 
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carbide core compared to the Germans’ use of only a hard steel core.  A “special 

high-velocity” 7.92mm was made for the limited-production SS41 anti-tank weapon, 

the details of which remain a mystery to this day. The rifle is believed to have been 

made by the ZB works in Brno, but even Ian V Hogg records that he has only ever 

seen pictures of this weapon.  

 

Mike’s cartridge was manufactured to be used in the Panzerbuchse Model 38 

(PzB38) and, later, to save on weapon manufacturing costs, in the PzB39.  

 

The cartridge has 

some interesting 

characteristics – apart 

from its high velocity, 

which is reported to 

be around 4150fps 

(1265mps).  

 

The size of the PzB39 is clearly shown against this Afrika Korps soldier, perhaps pondering what he is supposed 

to do with it against a Mathilda tank? 

 

It could penetrate 30mm of armour at 100metres, while travelling at a trajectory 

angle of 30 degrees. Rapid barrel wear was a problem with all of these small 

calibre/high velocity anti-tank rifles. 

The most interesting thing about Mike’s cartridge is the internal construction of the 

projectile itself. It contains a hard steel core in front of a canister of lachrymatory gas. 

The theory was that the gas would contaminate the air inside the tank, hopelessly 

disrupting the crew’s ability to fight – or even forcing them to debus. The gas turned 

out to be absolutely useless. Although the bullet penetrated properly, no Allied tank 

crew ever reported ill effects (uncontrollable sneezing) from the gas. Indeed, the 

existence of the capsule was not known until ammunition was eventually captured 

and examined. 

The capsule can be clearly seen in the base of Mike’s projectile when it is pulled 

from the cartridge case.  

 

Noel John Greeff brought a Training Mills grenade, a wound dressing, a Vickers 

machine gun tool as well as a Smith & Wesson.38 revolver. 

 The grenade is a training Mills 36 as used during the 2nd world war., when we did 

basics in 1964 we still used them. He was not sure how he acquired the grenade, it 

probably jumped into his kit bag at some stage. 
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The bandage is the 

standard wound dressing 

issued to all troops at the 

time and carried in a 

special pocket designed for 

it in the battle dress 

trousers. 

The tool he am not sure 

about, he was told some 

time ago that it is a Vickers 

machine gun tool. 

 

The revolver is a Smith + Western .38 Victory model that was standard issue to 

officers and warrant officers during WWII which he purchased from the SADF along 

with a .303 no. 4 mk. 2 about 25years ago. 

 

He gave these away to interested parties present but the Chairman reminded him 

that he promised the S&W to member Ian van Oordt and had to keep it for him and 

some disappointed members had to sulk back to their chairs. 

 

 

Herbie Johnson brought a variety of grenades – some of them probably dating from 

the start of the previous century. Unfortunately no details or photos were supplied at 

the time of writing of this newsletter. 

 

The well known author and raconteur of note, Willem Steenkamp, talked about his 

father’s experience during the desert war (WW2) with a 2 pdr anti-tank gun mounted 

on the back of vehicles. This weapon apparently was some cause for concern 

especially when the gunners noticed how their shells kept bouncing off the German 

tanks which they were supposed to destroy! 

 

He launched another appeal for volunteers to participate in the upcoming Cape 

Town Military Tattoo enactment of the Battle of Isandlawana on the weekend of 18-

20 November this year at the Castle. (See previous newsletter). There are still 

vacancies for redcoats willing to die for their Queen and Country - so if you are able 

to get hold of a 1879 period Martini Henry and able to put up a brave face for the 

advancing impi’s – full training and uniforms will be provided. Willem can be 

contacted at: 083 412 0857. (Any age will do – the Zulu’s won’t mind!) 
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Andre van Wyk mentioned that he was looking for boxed .22 cartridges for his 

collection – should anybody be willing to part with it. 

 

The Chairman reminded everyone about the dealers and members display for the 

next meeting as mentioned in the previous newsletter. He requested everyone to 

bring whatever they had (theme based) and to contact him beforehand so that 

adequate arrangements regarding tables etc. can be made for an interesting 

evening.  The idea being to initiate another level of collectors networking of swopping 

and trading. 

 

One of our Accredited Dealers, Ralph Raad from 

CFW did a 20 minutes presentation on 

dehumidifiers, how they work best and what one 

should consider when looking for one. He brought 

a few for demonstration and members afterwards 

viewed these and Ralph had to answer many 

questions.  

 

Ralph can be contacted at Ralph@cfw.co.za and interested parties can visit their 

web site at www.cfw.co.za.  Ralph offers CAPE SAAACA members 10% discount. 

 

The Chairman then closed the meeting and invited everyone for refreshments at the 

bar. 
 

 
 

Cowboy Action Shooting (CAS) 

 

Most of us have great recollections of old Western TV series’ and most have at some 

point in their childhood twirled or spun an old Six Shooter Single Action Revolver, 

even though it might have been in plastic. I remember having my first SA revolver at 

the age of about 7. It was a daisy SA revolver, in a heavy metal finish. I remember 

clearly the havoc I created running around, pointing and aiming with what might have 

been perceived as a real Revolver. It seems that I am still doing just that. Spinning 

SA Revolvers I mean and it’s great to be doing it with like-minded people.    

 

Cowboy Action Shooting is great fun and safe for the whole family. Grab the kids and 

grandpas and bring them along. You can start them off on .22 Revolvers, which are 
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still widely available. Holsters or Gun Rigs can be supplied or locally made at a very 

reasonable price.  

 

 

 

Three generations of Cowboy Action Shooting.  

CAS is great fun for the whole family. 

 

 

THIS MONTHS SHOOT 

This month’s shoot went very well. Our regular range was being made wider, so we 

shot at a bigger and longer range, which allowed us to shoot a bit further than 

normal. We had some more visitors that came out to shoot with us, who seem to 

have thoroughly enjoyed themselves.  

 

Fortunately, Robert brought out his newly acquired, 1897 manufactured, Colt 

Lightning Pump Action Rifle in .44-40 calibre and had everybody drooling and taking 

pictures as well as his original Colt Frontier Six Shooter in .44-40. Unfortunately, he 

refused to shoot it, that day. He did promise to reload some special (read ‘wimp’) 
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loads for it. He is probably going to stick a piece of marshmallow into the front of a 

cartridge and drive it out with a starter-pistol primer.    

 

I am starting to see more cartridge firing revolvers at our shoots than the traditional 

black powder cap and ball revolvers, which makes the shoot much more competitive 

and leaves more social time for them as well between shoots.  

 

If you feel that this Shooting Sport might appeal to you, please feel free to contact us 

through our web-site www.westernshooters.co.za or just pop in at the False Bay 

shooting range every 3rd Saturday of every month. (Directions can be found via our 

website.)  
 

 
 
TYPES OF MEMBERSHIP: 
 
1. Ordinary Member (Firearm Collector)    R450,00 p/a 
2. Fellow Member (Non Firearm Collector/Enthusiast)  R250,00 p/a 
3. Student Membership      R100,00 p/a 
 
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORMS ON WEB SITE:  www.capesaaaca.co.za 
 
FEES PAYABLE: 
 
Joining fee        R150.00 
Annual subs for Private Collectors (Firearms only)   R450.00 
Categorisation and fee per Field of Interest application/review. R250.00 
Subsequent Collectibility applications    R100.00 
Annual subs for all other secretariat collector categories  R250.00 
Student membership subs      R100.00 
Associated Dealers subs      R500,00 
 

APPLICATION FORMS ON OUR WEB SITE: 
 

WWW.CAPESAAACA.CO.ZA 

Greetings, 

Stephan Fourie 
Chairman 

CAPE SAAACA 

PO Box 2567, Bellville, 7535 

602 Block B, BSE Center, 89 Voortrekker Rd, Bellville  

Ph: 021-946-1712   Fax: 021-949-0045 

capesaaaca@sfa.co.za  

www.capesaaaca.co.za 

"The home of the discerning Private Collector" 


